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Downsizing the Family Home (FREE BONUS) How to Organize for Downsizing And Get Rid of Stuff Quick and Easy
Downsizing a place of accommodation is a complex process that comprises the primary steps of observing and verifying
all the possessions and contents of the house, followed by sorting them into different categories, and eliminating all the
items that are no longer necessary. Decluttering unwanted items means getting rid of them and giving them away
according to each person's preferences. There exist numerous reasons behind the initiation of downsizing as well as
many purposes and goals. No matter what these reasons and goals are, almost all people who have experienced
downsizing acknowledged their satisfaction with the results. In fact, most of them have indeed received a positive change
in their lifestyle depending on their own circumstances and conditions which instigated the start of the action in the first
place. Meaning they were happy with the results.
Forced to suddenly downsize her life, and not by choice, pushes Mary Pat Latham to give up all that is familiar, to
reexamine her life in every area, and to eventually open her heart to new beauty and purpose, instead of only looking
back in regret. At midlife, Mary Pat Latham has an almost perfect life-a successful husband, a beautiful home, four fine
grown children, and a wealth of meaningful activities and social clubs to fill her days-so it's a total shock when her
husband walks in one day and says he wants a divorce. As if hearing a stranger talking in her own kitchen, Mary Pat
listens to Russell's reasons for wanting to abandon their long marriage and to his plans, already in place, to sell their
home and move on. What will she do? Where will she go? She hasn't worked since the children were born, her life
wrapped up in home and family. Stunned, Mary Pat heads to the small mountain home she and Russell bought from her
parents years ago, too shocked and humiliated to face her friends or anyone she knows right now. Owen McCarter knew
he'd need to stop by the old Jennings place, on some pretense or other, after Wheeler told him he'd seen a woman up
there acting sick. After all, the house was next door to his at the end of Highland Drive. When he knocked on the front
door later, it took him a minute to recognize Mary Pat, weeping and so different from the girl he'd known in childhood and
fallen in love with. Owen reached out in friendship, of course, seeing Mary Pat so upset, but he felt surprised at the old
memories that touched him, too. Hearing her problems and learning why she'd come to the mountains, Owen knew it
unlikely she'd stay for long after the more lavish life she'd known. But he couldn't help wishing she would. Another Lin
Stepp novel set in the Smoky Mountains ... with a special "Downsizing Diet" available free to readers as a book
supplement. PRAISE FOR LIN STEPP'S SMOKY MOUNTAIN BOOKS: "DOWNSIZING is absolutely charming... Mary
Pat is a heroine of the heart; making her way in a world where the size of a person's heart is often less important than the
size of her waist. A story of renewal, second chances, new beginnings, family, friendship, and food. ...A treat at the endour heroine's very own sensible plan for trimming your dress size-while expanding your new horizons." - Deborah Smith,
NYT bestselling author of A PLACE TO CALL HOME "Lin Stepp delivers a classic Southern romance with heart and she
peppers the world of her story with details instantly recognizable to those familiar with the mountains ... Her rich, warm
picture of the Smokies welcomes any who have ever called the Appalachians home." - All About Women Magazine
REVIEW "A lovely love story about having a second chance at love." - Night Owl Reviews "Stepp establishes a lovely
sense of place in the novel, capturing the sights and sounds of Tennessee's breathtaking Great Smoky Mountains. Booklist "Well, I've finally come across someone that believes in all the things that I do ... love, family, faith, intrigue,
mystery, loyalty, romance, and a great love four our beloved Smoky Mountains. Dr. Lin Stepp I salute you." - Dolly
Parton, award-winning country music singer, songwriter, entrepreneur
Are you an Empty Nester looking to Downsize from the family home? Are you finding your home no longer serves the
purpose you bought it for? Do you need to declutter and don't know how to begin? Like many thousands of mature
Australians, you are not alone. Transitioning from your family home can feel incredibly overwhelming and stir up mixed
em.
You've worked hard, lived carefully, and saved diligently. You've reached major milestones and accumulated more
assets than you dreamed possible, and yet you hesitate. ""Can I retire?"" This book will help answer that question by
showing you.... The tools you need to live a secure and independent retirement, without worrying about money What you
must know before leaving a career behind How much it will cost you to live in retirement, and how to manage your cash
flow The current choices for retirement health care, including lesser-known but effective options The threat from inflation:
two secrets that politicians and bankers will never admit A realistic assessment of the impact that income taxes will have
on your retirement Social Security's role in your retirement: when you should claim and how much it's worth to you How
to construct and manage an investment portfolio for income and growth in retirement About immediate annuities and why
you need multiple sources of retirement income The key variables and unknowns in your retirement withdrawal equation
Reviews of the best retirement calculators, and tips for how to use them accurately Beyond the simplistic 4% Rule to the
latest research on safe withdrawal rates Realistic bracketing of your retirement savings needs, without over caution or
overconfidence The history of economic cycles and the related asset classes for optimal retirement security A survey of
strategies plus original research for how to orchestrate your retirement distributions A practical "retirement fuel gauge"
alerting you to problems while you still have time to act Backup plans: the "lifeboat strategies" for ensuring you'll never be
without essential income The 6 crucial questions to answer before you can retire The one, simple, powerful, non-financial
reason that you can and should retire earlier than later
What to Do with a Houseful of Memories
The Last Book on Decluttering You'll Ever Need
Clutterfree with Kids
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How to Downsize a Home, Settle an Estate, and Appraise Personal Property
Keep This Toss That
How to Free Yourself and Your Family from a Lifetime of Clutter
A Practical Guide to Downsizing the Family Home : how to Get Rid of the Stuff, Keep the Memories, Maintain the Family
Peace, and Get on with Your Life
Part journal, part workbook, part scrapbook, this guide provides valuable advice and how-to checklists along with a place to reflect,
record, and retain an important piece of family history, gently walking downsizers through the journey.
"Foreseeing where you might be living five, ten, or even twenty years from now takes forethought. That's what we hope this book
helps you do-envision where you might be and take the steps to get there"-Navigate downsizing and the emotions that come with it--the practical guide Downsizing your home or possessions can be a tough
project to finish--or even start. From simple logistics to complex feelings, the process can quickly overwhelm without a plan in
place. Here's help organizing and accomplishing your decluttering; Downsizing: The 5-Step Method for Life Transitions Big and
Small. Written by a minimalism expert, this straightforward guide draws from real life experience, and offers actionable advice for
specific situations. Whether you're facing a family move, an empty nest, or changing senior living arrangements, let the hands-on
planning materials keep you on track. The emotional check-ins at each chapter will help you recognize, understand, and process
the unique feelings that each of these downsizing events can create. Downsizing: The 5-Step Method for Life Transitions Big and
Small includes: Make an action plan--Discover concrete steps forward in your downsizing with sorting logs, planning checklists,
and blank floor maps. Create added value--Learn how to turn your old items into profit through tax incentives and ways to sell high
ticket goods. Preserve memories and space--Find the best way to store old photos with techniques that don't take up room.
Downsizing is smoother and easier when you have the right plan and support.
Less CAN be more! Today, people are downsizing their space . . . while remaining upscale in taste. Using examples ranging from
600-square-foot apartments to a small cottage-style house, as well as inspirational real-life stories from downsizers, home-style
guru Leslie Linsley shows readers how to achieve maximum aesthetic results. She offers solutions to every problem--storage
tricks, entertaining in small spaces, flexible layouts, and more--all lavishly illustrated with over 200 full-color photographs.
Downsizing the Family Home: a Workbook
Checklist for where to Live, what to Consider, and Whether to Stay Or Go
Downsizing the Family Home
Living Well In a Smaller Space
The Ultimate Guide to Downsizing
How to Make the Biggest Financial Decision of the Rest of Your Life
How to Make -- and Keep -- a Beautiful Home Despite Cheap Spouses, Messy Kids, and Other Difficult Roommates
It s a rite of passage: the emotional journey of downsizing your or your aging parents' home. Here, syndicated home columnist Marni
Jameson chronicles her own experience and blends it with advice from national experts to sensitively guide readers through the difficult
process. From opening that first closet to selling the house, she provides guiding lights and a strategy to help readers accomplish the task
quickly, respectfully, and rewardingly."
Sara knew she had to move but she didn't want to. Knowing it was the right thing to do, she dove in, documenting every phase and the
emotional ups and downs that went with them. Her story is a lighthearted look at this major life transition, filled with humor and wise
advice on how to handle your own downsizing or support someone you love.
When you're moving a lifetime's accumulation of belongings from a larger home into a jewel box, the task can seem overwhelming—and
so can your emotions. How do you decide what to pack and what to part with? How can you use the things you have so that they function
well and look right? Downsizing Your Home with Style answers these questions and more. Learn how to: Create more storage Make your
stuff look smaller and your space look bigger Update and modernize your favorite old pieces Multipurpose your rooms and furniture Find a
new home for the stuff you no longer need From the initial evaluation of your new home to one year after you have settled in, interior
designer Lauri Ward takes you through every step with detailed tips, lists of good buys, tricks of the trade, photographs, and anecdotal
examples, so that achieving spectacular results is simple and affordable, whatever your style or budget.
Children add joy, purpose, and meaning to our lives. They provide optimism, hope, and love. They bring smiles, laughter, and energy into
our homes. They also add clutter. As parents, balancing life and managing clutter may appear impossible—or at the very least, neverending. But what if there was a better way to live? Clutterfree with Kids offers a new perspective and fresh approach to overcoming
clutter. With helpful insights, the book serves as a valuable resource for parents. Through practical application and inspirational stories,
Clutterfree with Kids invites us to change our thinking, discover new habits, and free our homes. It invites us to reevaluate our lives. And
it just may inspire you to live the life you’ve been searching for all along.
From-the-Heart Estate Planning for Everyone, Whatever Your Financial Situation
Young House Love
It's All Too Much
Summary Bundle
Moving on
The Upside of Downsizing
The 5-Step Method for Life Transitions Big and Small

More than 7 million readers of Marni Jameson's weekly home design column have already
discovered how Jameson entertains and inspires, while imparting well-researched and
personally validated DIY advice. Now, in her first-ever book on home improvement, she
offers a compulsively readable, zanily humorous, yet also completely practical guide to a
headache-free home makeover for everyone decorating a new house or updating an old
one.Jameson has designed, built, and decorated three homes from the ground up. In The
House Always Wins, she brings us along as she decorates, furnishes, and landscapes her
current home. Though rooted in her own experience, this is no navel-gazing memoir.
Rather, Jameson is like a favorite sister who has learned it all the hard way and is now
here to prompt and inspire you to figure out your own personal style, make a design plan,
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and create your (almost) perfect dream home-one step at a time. With Jameson as our
guide, we navigate through the seemingly endless maze of choices and decisions every home
improver faces: wall color, flooring, cabinetry, window treatments, furniture, bargain
hunting, home accessories, rugs, kids -- spaces, special purpose rooms (like the garage
and guest, laundry, and mud rooms), landscaping, outdoor living spaces-and that's just to
start. Along the way, Jameson injects insights into the relationships and realities that
dog every home improvement project. She also pauses to share hard-won secrets and moneysaving tips distilled from her own redecorating experience and from interviews with
dozens of renowned home-design experts.For anyone dealing with budgets, time constraints,
unreliable contractors, a cheap spouse, kids, and pets-and who would appreciate having
someone to commiserate with about the unattainable perfection featured in glossy magazine
spreads-The House Always Wins will comfort (it can always be worse), inspire (who
knew?!), and be absolutely indispensable.
A charming, practical, and unsentimental approach to putting a home in order while
reflecting on the tiny joys that make up a long life. In Sweden there is a kind of
decluttering called döstädning, dö meaning “death” and städning meaning “cleaning.” This
surprising and invigorating process of clearing out unnecessary belongings can be
undertaken at any age or life stage but should be done sooner than later, before others
have to do it for you. In The Gentle Art of Swedish Death Cleaning, artist Margareta
Magnusson, with Scandinavian humor and wisdom, instructs readers to embrace minimalism.
Her radical and joyous method for putting things in order helps families broach sensitive
conversations, and makes the process uplifting rather than overwhelming. Margareta
suggests which possessions you can easily get rid of (unworn clothes, unwanted presents,
more plates than you’d ever use) and which you might want to keep (photographs, love
letters, a few of your children’s art projects). Digging into her late husband’s tool
shed, and her own secret drawer of vices, Margareta introduces an element of fun to a
potentially daunting task. Along the way readers get a glimpse into her life in Sweden,
and also become more comfortable with the idea of letting go.
"The 25 small houses presented in Downsize are owned by people who have made a conscious
decision to downsize from a larger home to a smaller home--or who just decided to build
small in the first place. Some of the houses are new (site-built or prefab), others are
remodels. All are 2,000 sq. ft. or less. The featured houses show how to use space
efficiently through such strategies as: - creative storage space - multi-purpose rooms pocket and barn doors - integrating smaller appliances"-"This isn't another Kondo-clone, because she dives into the heart of why decluttering is
so difficult."— Booklist, STARRED Review Discover the freedom of a beautiful home,
personal purpose, and joyful inner confidence Decluttering expert Tracy McCubbin offers
revolutionary help to anyone who has repeatedly tried to break their clutter's mysterious
hold. Her powerful answer lies in the 7 Emotional Clutter Blocks, unconscious obstacles
that stood between thousands of her clients and financial freedom, healthy relationships,
and positive outlooks. Once a Clutter Block is revealed—and healed—true transformation of
home and life is possible. Her empowering techniques and strategies help you: Recognize
and overcome your Clutter Block(s) to liberate your home. Lighten and purge without the
rigidity of the other methods. Use your home to attain life goals like health, wealth and
love. It's time to break through your Clutter Blocks and discover the lasting happiness
waiting for you on the other side! Additional Praise for Making Space, Clutter Free:
"What sets Tracy McCubbin apart is her kind and empathetic approach to organizing—she
truly understands the psychology behind peoples' attachment to things."—Patricia Heaton
"In Making Space, Clutter Free Tracy offers a realistic approach to managing your
belongings. Instead of prescribing perfection, she understands our individual differences
require individual strategies—and that it doesn't always need to be rational."—Cait
Flanders, bestselling author of The Year of Less
Summary of Downsizing The Family Home
Downsizing Your Way to a Richer, Happier Life
A Heartfelt Guide to Downsizing
Creating a Stylish, Elegant, Smaller Home
Unclutter Your Life to Save TIme, Money, Space, and Sanity
Living Big in a Tiny House
Downsize
When Emma Johnson's marriage ended she found herself broke, pregnant, and alone with a toddler. Searching for the
advice she needed to navigate her new life as a single professional woman and parent, she discovered there was very
little sage wisdom available. In response, Johnson launched the popular blog Wealthysinglemommy.com to speak to
other women who, like herself, wanted to not just survive but thrive as single moms. Now, in this complete guide to
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single motherhood, Johnson guides women in confronting the naysayers in their lives (and in their own minds) to build
a thriving career, achieve financial security, and to reignite their romantic life—all while being a kickass parent to
their kids. The Kickass Single Mom shows readers how to: • Build a new life that is entirely on their own terms. • Find
the time to devote to health, hobbies, friendships, faith, community and travel. • Be a joyful, present and fun mom,
and proud role model to your kids. Full of practical advice and inspiration from Emma's life, as well as other successful
single moms, this is a must-have resource for any single mom.
Are your counters covered with appliances you had to have but rarely use? Are your cupboards stuffed with clothes
that you hope to fit back into or that you paid a fortune for but only wore once? Have you been hanging on to that
hideous teapot your mother gave you 10 years ago only because she gave it to you? Every time you go shopping do
you come back with bags of more stuff because that pillow/blouse/cd/mixer will be the one thing that changes your
life and then it doesn't change your life because you have nowhere to put it? In It's All Too Much,organisational guru
Peter Walsh challenges you to answer a very simple but scary question: Does the stuff you own contribute to the life
you hope to achieve or does it get in the way of your vision? Peter helps you assess the state of your home without
any sugar coating and will teach you how to confront and conquer the stuff that is holding you back by identifying the
purpose of each and every object in your home and assessing your reasons for holding onto it. He shows you how to
identify which room is the heart of your home and then shows you why it is so important to keep that space clean and
clear of clutter - if the heart of your home is clogged what does that say about you? He then helps you go room by
room to ask the important questions: What is the room? What's its purpose? What is this item? Does it contribute
positively to the life you want? The answers to these questions will help you understand your priorities and fix your
relationship with your stuff. And in gaining this understanding you can start to clear out the clutter!
As life unfolds, things tend to accumulate. When older adults undergo health, residential, and marital changes, they
will face a reckoning with their lifelong store of possessions—special, ordinary, and forgotten. Such a predicament
now confronts tens of millions of Americans as the Baby Boom cohort passes into retirement and beyond. Despite
what a thriving industry of clutter manuals tells us, for most older adults, downsizing is no simple task. Drawing on indepth interviews with recent movers in over a hundred diverse U.S. households, David Ekerdt analyzes the downsizing
process and what it says about the meaning and management of possessions. He details how households approach
and accomplish downsizing, exploring the decision-making process and the effectiveness of different strategies. From
an expert gerontological perspective, he considers the cognitive, physical, emotional, and social tasks that the
process entails and the role of factors such as gender and class on the divestment of things. Ekerdt finds that despite
the fatigue and emotional challenges people encounter, afterward they report satisfaction in having completed a
downsizing and feel empowerment on the other side of the task. Offering an empathetic and practical look at one of
life’s major transitions, Downsizing brings forward the voices of elders so that older adults, their families and friends,
and practitioners working with older clients can understand and benefit from their experience.
"Moving On" is a step-by-step guide through the dizzying maze of decisions and activities, as well as the physical,
mental, and emotional stresses involved in the process of dismantling a family home.
House of Havoc
Create the Home You Love-Without Busting Your Budget
When Two Households Become One
Downsize Your Life to Upsize Your Lifestyle
Who to Call and Where Does the Stuff Go?
Declutter, Downsize, and Move Forward with Your Life
Getting to Enough
You can’t take it with you, but you can ensure that what you leave behind has value and meaning. Whether you want the fruits of your life’s
work to benefit your family, the environment, science, human rights, the arts, your church, or another cause dear to you, one thing is certain: It
won’t happen unless you plan. What to Do with Everything You Own to Leave the Legacy You Want is a step-by-step, DIY guide to turning
your money and “stuff” into something meaningful that will outlast you—whether you are in the prime of life or your later years, single or
partnered, have kids or not, are well-off or of modest means. With her trademark practical wisdom, downsizing expert Marni Jameson offers
plenty of comfort (and even some laughs) as she guides you through the following: Identifying whom you want to benefit from your legacy
Navigating wills, trusts, and other paths to your goals Heading off potential family conflicts Making the best plan for your material assets This
book will encourage and inspire you through every step of your final downsizing project, helping you make a positive impact on the people and
causes closest to your heart.
A life filled with possessions may not be a life filled with happiness. Rita's book inspires you to: Downsize your physical and emotional clutter Make room for what matters most - Redesign how you live, work and play to have more time, money and freedom - Let go of invisible barriers
that prevent you from living a life you love...by design
Downsizing can be overwhelming. Using the lessons learned from helping hundreds of clients over the years, authors Ingrid and John Sullivan
have put together this guide to help seniors and their families through what can be a stressful and emotional process. Packed with helpful tips,
planning tools, and strategies, this book goes through every step from the planning stages all the way through the move. Anyone who has ever
entertained the thought of a downsizing move, whether now or in the future, should use this as a tool to plan for a future with less stress and
more freedom.
When merging households, one plus one needs to equal . . . one. With the same warm tone that made Downsizing the Family Home such a
success, Marni Jameson goes through the turf wars and transitions new couples encounter, helping them figure out what to keep, discard, and
create together. She interviews psychologists, designers, and those who have made it through the process, passing along tips, tricks, and
marriage-bolstering advice. Some tips from Marni Jameson on blending homes If you want to transform a space from me to we, the fastest,
cheapest way is with paint. Look around you for the five or so nonnegotiable items that ground you, items that tether you so you're not adrift.
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Give those a place in your remodeled space and build on them. The old marital bed is a charged item. A new bed is ideal, and new bedding is a
must. Injecting a contemporary rug or piece of art, or a modern lamp or sculpture is a safe way to start moving toward modern in a room full of
traditional furnishings. A blend in the master bedroom is especially important. If her bedroom is pink and purple, and his is burgundy and tan, a
new gender-neutral color scheme is in order. Buying furniture together is a great way to invest in your look and your future. Start with
something big in your combined style.
Downsizing the Silver Tsunami
Upscale Downsizing
Making Space, Clutter Free
Thoreau's Downsizing Planner for Seniors
Downsize Your Life, Upgrade Your Lifestyle
What to Save, What to Let Go by Marni Jameson
Little House Living
The immensely popular blogger behind Little House Living provides a timeless and “heartwarming guide to
modern homesteading” (BookPage) that will inspire you to live your life simply and frugally—perfect for
fans of The Pioneer Woman and The Hands-On Home. Shortly after getting married, Merissa Alink and her
husband found themselves with nothing in their pantry but a package of spaghetti and some breadcrumbs.
Their life had seemingly hit rock bottom, and it was only after a touching act of charity that they were
able to get back on their feet again. Inspired by this gesture of kindness as well as the beloved Little
House on the Prairie books, Merissa was determined to live an entirely made-from-scratch life, and as a
result, she rescued her household budget—saving thousands of dollars a year. Now, she reveals the
powerful and moving lessons she’s learned after years of homesteading, homemaking, and cooking from
scratch. Filled with charm, practical advice, and gorgeous full-color photographs, Merissa shares
everything from tips on budgeting to natural, easy-to-make recipes for taco seasoning mix, sunscreen,
lemon poppy hand scrub, furniture polish, and much more. Inviting and charming, Little House Living is
the epitome of heartland warmth and prairie inspiration.
Many of us dream of having a life free from rent, mortgages and utility bills and for some this dream is
being achieved by living in a tiny house. Small, compact buildings offer an appealing way to live more
sustainably, providing smart, energy-efficient housing at low cost; a route to escaping the financial
shackles of long-term debt. Living Big in a Tiny House celebrates the diversity of tiny houses, and
explores many of the innovative living solutions that tiny house-builders have developed in response to
the challenges of smaller spaces. The author, Bryce Langston, has a significant international following
through his YouTube channel, and devotes himself full-time to meeting tiny-house owners and discovering
their stories. This book provides a fascinating look into the rapidly growing tiny-house movement,
details the author¿s own tiny-house journey and showcases 40 innovative small-space dwellings from
across the US, Canada, Japan, Australia and New Zealand. It is a must-have for anyone interested in
living well with less, as well as an invaluable source of ideas for builders, designers, and aspiring
tiny-house owners.
Downsizing the Family Home: What to Save, What to Let Go by Marni Jameson Book Summary Abbey Beathan
(Disclaimer: This is NOT the original book.) Learn how to embark on one of the hardest emotional journey
you'll ever take and deal with it in the right way. In Downsizing the Family Home, you'll learn what to
save but most importantly, you'll learn what to let go. Deciding what to save is the easy part but
getting rid of things that surely have a certain emotional value is not easy. Normally, we want to keep
everything, but that's impossible! So to make everything easier, it's preferable to have a guide that
helps you in this difficult process. And that's when Downsizing the Family Home gains so much
importance. (Note: This summary is wholly written and published by Abbey Beathan. It is not affiliated
with the original author in any way) "I hope you will laugh, identify, learn, and live better and more
beautifully as a result of joining this journey." - Marni Jameson Marni Jameson covers 4 main topics in
her new book. First of all, she will remind you that memories are the things that matter, not objects
that are binded to those memories. Afterwards, you'll find out why you cling to your possessions. Then
it's time for action, figuring out what to keep and what to get rid off. Downsizing your family home may
be hard, but Marie Jameson makes it simple! P.S. Downsizing the Family Home is an outstanding book that
will keep you from becoming an emotional hoarder. P.P.S. It was Albert Einstein who famously said that
once you stop learning, you start dying. It was Bill Gates who said that he would want the ability to
read faster if he could only have one superpower in this world. Abbey Beathan's mission is to bring
across amazing golden nuggets in amazing books through our summaries. Our vision is to make reading nonfiction fun, dynamic and captivating. Ready To Be A Part Of Our Vision & Mission? Scroll Up Now and
Click on the "Buy now with 1-Click" Button to Get Your Copy. Why Abbey Beathan's Summaries? How Can
Abbey Beathan Serve You? Amazing Refresher if you've read the original book before Priceless Checklist
in case you missed out any crucial lessons/details Perfect Choice if you're interested in the original
book but never read it before Disclaimer Once Again: This book is meant for a great companionship of the
original book or to simply get the gist of the original book. "One of the greatest and most powerful
gift in life is the gift of knowledge. The way of success is the way of continuous pursuit of knowledge"
- Abbey Beathan
This New York Times bestselling book is filled with hundreds of fun, deceptively simple, budget-friendly
ideas for sprucing up your home. With two home renovations under their (tool) belts and millions of hits
per month on their blog YoungHouseLove.com, Sherry and John Petersik are home-improvement enthusiasts
primed to pass on a slew of projects, tricks, and techniques to do-it-yourselfers of all levels. Packed
with 243 tips and ideas—both classic and unexpected—and more than 400 photographs and illustrations,
this is a book that readers will return to again and again for the creative projects and easy-to-follow
instructions in the relatable voice the Petersiks are known for. Learn to trick out a thrift-store
mirror, spice up plain old roller shades, "hack" your Ikea table to create three distinct looks, and so
much more.
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Living Large in a Small House
Downsizing Your Home with Style
Summary: Downsizing The Family Home: What to Save, What to ...
The House Always Wins
Wise Moves
The Empty Nester's Guide to a Stress-Free Downsize
The Make-Your-Own Guide to a Frugal, Simple, and Self-Sufficient Life

Are you afraid to open your kitchen cabinet because you know food storage containers are
going to come pouring out like an erupting volcano? Do you spend hours searching for the
email you need? Will you regret it tomorrow if you give away all your old concert Tshirts? And how many tote bags will you really use? Keep This, Toss That answers all of
these questions and much more. Featuring dozens of illustrated Keep/Toss Checklists, the
book shows you exactly what you need—and what you can safely toss, regret-free (even if
you’re a sentimentalist or saver)—in every room of your house, for each hobby or
activity, and even online. It also includes: • quick tips on clever storage solutions •
tools and utensils that can do double duty • advice on how to customize the lists to suit
your house, your family, and your lifestyle Answering the one key question you need to
get organized and live happily with just the stuff you love, Keep This, Toss That is the
one organizing book you must have.
EXPERIENCE LESS STRESS WHILE DOWNSIZING AND DISCOVER CREATIVE, COST-EFFECTIVE WAYS TO
ACHIEVE A STYLISH INTERIOR Downsizing is often associated with negative feelings and
emotions. With her beautifully illustrated practical guide Downsize with Style Bettina
Deda encourages you to see it differently, to embrace the change and the opportunities
that come with it. Downsize with Style will guide you through an easy-to-follow 5-step
process to successfully manage your downsizing project. Plus expert tips from
international designers, real estate and removal specialists! You will discover: * How to
overcome procrastination by working with a plan, checklists and practical tips * How to
identify decorating essentials * How to achieve a stylish home without breaking the bank
* How to deal with emotional topics and items * How to refine your apartment lifestyle
‘Downsizers are seeking quality and effi cient design and lifestyle opportunities. The
only dilemma many face is how to “pack up” their lifelong belongings and start afresh
with style and ease. Bettina Deda has come to the rescue. Her fl air for design, and her
practical advice, help turn what could be a time of emotional turmoil into one which
promises an exciting new beginning.’ – Petrina Smith, editor The Retiree Magazine
Describes how to recognize valuables, preserve mementos, and find a reputable appraiser
in order to help determine what to sell, keep, or throw away when moving into a smaller
house or settling an estate.
Say goodbye to clutter, reduce stress, and live simply with this easy-to-use guide to
downsizing! Whether you are selling your family home, blending households into a new
home, or cleaning out your aging parents' home, sorting through a lifetime's worth of
accumulated possessions can be a daunting and stressful experience. Decluttering guru
Peter Walsh recently went through the process of downsizing his childhood home and
dividing his late parents' family possessions. He realized that making these decisions
about mementos and heirlooms creates strong emotions and can be an overwhelming chore. In
Let It Go, Peter will help you turn downsizing into a rejuvenating life change with his
useful tips and practical takeaways, including how to: • Understand the emotional
challenges that accompany downsizing • Establish a hierarchy of mementos and collectibles
• Calculate the amount of stuff you can bring into your new life • Create strategies for
dividing heirlooms among family members without drama This new phase brings unexpected
freedoms and opportunities, and Peter walks you through every step of the process. You’ll
feel freer and happier than you ever thought possible once you Let It Go.
Downsizing the Blended Home
Home & Memoir: Includes Summary of Downsizing the Family Home & Summary of Dreams from My
Father
A 5-Step Process to Create a Happy Home and Refine Your New Lifestyle
What to Do with Everything You Own to Leave the Legacy You Want
Be Financially Independent, Discover Your Sexiest Self, and Raise Fabulous, Happy
Children
243 Ways to Paint, Craft, Update & Show Your Home Some Love
Built Together
The cupboards are overflowing, the linen closet holds towels and tools, and your once tidy family room
might as well come with a ringmaster. But that's called living, right? Wrong! Marni Jameson is here to
prove that you can turn a hectic home into a haven--and do so without being voted off the island. With
chapters such as "Kids are Great--They Only Dismantle Your Home One Piece at a Time," you'll laugh as
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you learn whether to opt for solids or patterns; what constitutes "indestructible flooring"; how to organize
your house from top to bottom; and how to decorate so home appeal goes up and blood pressure goes
down. House of Havoc is that indispensable guide for making the most of the house you have without
driving everyone around you nuts.
America’s top cleaning expert and star of the hit series Legacy List with Matt Paxton distills his fail-proof
approach to decluttering and downsizing. Your boxes of photos, family’s china, and even the kids' height
charts aren’t just stuff; they’re attached to a lifetime of memories--and letting them go can be scary. With
empathy, expertise, and humor, Keep the Memories, Lose the Stuff, written in collaboration with AARP,
helps you sift through years of clutter, let go of what no longer serves you, and identify the items worth
keeping so that you can focus on living in the present. For over 20 years, Matt Paxton has helped people
from all walks of life who want to live more simply declutter and downsize. As a featured cleaner on
Hoarders and host of the Emmy-nominated Legacy List with Matt Paxton on PBS, he has identified the
psychological roadblocks that most organizational experts routinely miss but that prevent so many of us
from lightening our material load. Using poignant stories from the thousands of individuals and families he
has worked with, Paxton brings his signature insight to a necessary task. Whether you’re tired of living
with clutter, making space for a loved one, or moving to a smaller home or retirement community, this
book is for you. Paxton’s unique, step-by-step process gives you the tools you need to get the job done.
Join lovable Mina Starsiak Hawk from HGTV’s hit show Good Bones as she brings her signature humor and
heart to this warm and welcoming story about families of all shapes and sizes. Gather around for this
celebration of diversity and acceptance as you are reminded just how wonderful it is to be part of your
own unique family. Strong families, like strong houses, have sturdy foundations built on trust, love, and a
whole lot of TLC. And like houses, no two families look exactly alike. After reading Built Together, children
will learn: There are countless ways to be a family—including adopted, divorced, single-parent, or blended
families About diversity and acceptance of not only your own family, but families that look nothing like
yours Built Together: Is great for readers ages 4-8 Features bright, playful illustrations that bring this
inspiring story to life Is filled with the vibrant community spirit of Good Bones, with instant appeal to longtime fans and new friends alike Is a great resource for teachers and parents to help teach children the
importance of acceptance and family Drawing on her own stories of starting Two Chicks and a Hammer
with her mom, working with her stepfamily, fostering her niece, adopting her rescue dogs, and playing
with her son, Mina invites readers young and old to join her in discovering how we are all stronger
together. Because, in the end, families are built as well as made.
Do you know the biggest mistake seniors make when downsizing their lives? 'Thoreau's Downsizing
Planner for Seniors' will help make sure you avoid the mistakes that cost seniors time, possessions, and
money, and cause heartache. The biggest mistake seniors make when downsizing is a lack of
organization. Items can get lost or damaged, important documents and records are often misplaced, bills
can go unpaid, mail not received, and an overall sense of confusion can add to the stress of moving.
Moving is considered a high-stress life event: This relocation for seniors can be mixed with uncertainty,
loneliness, possible illness, and a loss of independence. Due to the many additional decisions to be made
for many seniors, downsizing can be more complex than just moving. Whether you or loved ones are
moving across town or across the country you will likely be: Tackling major living decisions. Dealing with
belongings; sorting through decades of family history, organizing, selling, giving way and discarding
possessions. Hiring a moving company. Packing and unpacking. Organizing and cleaning. Selling,
donating, and discarding items. Shutting off and turning on utilities. Stopping services and starting
services. Changing addresses and notifying everyone. Gathering, organizing and keeping important
documents and records. And with a myriad of other tasks all on a schedule, this is a formidable challenge
for anyone and even paralyzing for many people. Thoreau's Downsizing Planner for Seniors is designed to
help seniors, empty nesters, children or relatives of seniors, and caregivers make this move easier
through guiding information, organization and planning. If you are a caregiver or adult child helping your
parent downsize, use this planner to help you be supportive, assist with choices, and have an efficient
plan.There are easy to use lists and worksheets for: How to get all your documents and records in order .
What to do with vehicles. How to downsize your wardrobe and still have all the clothes you need. How to
downsize your belongings and what to do with each item. How and where to donate items. How to dispose
of any household hazardous waste. Every one you need to notify of an address change. The list of things
you need to shut off or transfer when you move. And there are inspirational quotes by Henry David
Thoreau throughout the book. This is a big 8-1/2 by 11 inches book with 124 pages! There are LARGE
PRINT worksheets, checklists, and easy fill forms designed for each step of your transition. Keep this
planner with you from now and throughout your move and then as a collection of records if ever needed.
Complete the to-do lists, calendars/timelines, 'notes to self', and anything you might forget. Get your copy
of 'Thoreau's Downsizing Planner for Seniors' now or send one to someone that will be downsizing.
Organize your downsize!
Can I Retire Yet?
Let It Go
Secrets to More Time, Money, and Freedom
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Downsizing
Change your thinking. Discover new habits. Free your home.
Keep the Memories, Lose the Stuff
How to Organize for Downsizing and Get Rid of Stuff Quick and Easy
Summary Bundle: Home & Memoir: Includes Summary of Downsizing the Family Home & Summary of Dreams from My Father From the
Description of "Summary of Downsizing the Famiy Home"... "I hope you will laugh, identify, learn, and live better and more beautifully as a
result of joining this journey." - Marni Jameson Marni Jameson covers 4 main topics in her new book. First of all, she will remind you that
memories are the things that matter, not objects that are binded to those memories. Afterwards, you'll find out why you cling to your possessions.
Then it's time for action, figuring out what to keep and what to get rid off. From the Description of "Summary of Dreams from My Father"...
"The worst thing that colonialism did was to cloud our view of our past." - Barack Obama His soul searching journey begins in New York, where
he finds out that his long-lost father died in a car accident, and ends in Kenya where he learns the mystery of his father's life. What if you could
learn 3X more in 2X less time? How much faster could you accelerate to reach your goals? Start accelerating your growth today by adding this
book to your shopping cart now or clicking on the buy now button.
Sell, Keep, Or Toss?
Rightsize Your Home
The Gentle Art of Swedish Death Cleaning
The Kickass Single Mom
Confronting Our Possessions in Later Life
Downsize with Style
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